[Pyrido[2,3-b]pyrazines inhibiting both erlotinib-sensitive and erlotinib-resistant cell lines, and their preparation via regioselective condensation reaction].
The EGFR inhibitor erlotinib possesses high anti-tumor effect but despite the good clinical responses in most of the cases recrudescence occures. This can be attributed to a secondary, acquired mutation causing resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors. In our work we were looking for small-molecule inhibitors, which simultaneously affect on the proliferation of erlotinib-sensitive PC9 cells and PC9-ER erlotinib-resistant cells. A set of molecules were selected from Vichem Chemie Research Ltd.'s kinase inhibitor compound library (Nested Chemical Library™). According to the results of medium throughput screening (MTS) of this set of compounds, novel structures with pyrido[2,3-b]pyrazine core were designed. These compounds were proved to be effective inhibitors of resistant cells in phenotypic screening. Based on these results structure-activity relationships were set up. The pyrido[2,3-b]pyrazine core was synthesized by a condensation reaction, which resulting two asymmetric products. In the reaction two regioisomer intermediates formed, and one of the products is the intermediate of the effective compounds. This condensation reaction was optimized, the regioisomers were identified by NMR analysis and X-ray crystallography. As a result of optimization we found that lower reaction temperature and replacement of dimethylformamide solvent with trifluoroacetic acid provided the undesired isomer in less than 2 % ratio.